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1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental fact about the number of conjugacy classes in a p-group
w x < < 2 nqeis the following result, due to P. Hall 2, Theorem 15.2 : if G s p
 4  .with e g 0, 1 and we denote by r G the class number of G then
r G s n p2 y 1 q pe q l p2 y 1 p y 1 1 .  .  . .  .
 .for some l G 0. We call l s l G the abundance of G.
w xIn 3 Poland studied the p-groups of abundance zero, that is, the groups
 . < <whose class number matches the minimum value of 1 when G is fixed.
He proved that these groups always have maximal class and that their
degree of commutativity is F 1 see Section 2 for the definition of the
.degree of commutativity . Exactly what p-groups of maximal class have
abundance zero was later established by Vera-Lopez and Fernandez-Â Â
Alcober: they gave a characterization of these groups in terms of their
w xcommutator structure 7, Theorem 2.1 . Poland also showed that the order
of a p-group of abundance zero is bounded above by p pq2. For any prime
p, it is known that the quotients of the Nottingham group over F of orderp
pq1 w xup to p have abundance zero 8, Theorem 6.2.1 . Thus in order to
check the sharpness of Poland's bound, one must determine whether there
pq2 w xexist or not any p-groups of order p with l s 0. In 1993 B. Rothe 4 ,
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with the aid of the p-group generation algorithm, constructed examples of
such groups for p F 7 but, after long computer calculations, reached the
conclusion that they do not exist for p s 11. The aim of this paper is to
take this result further by proving the following theorem, which yields the
exact upper bound for the order of a p-group of abundance zero.
THEOREM. Let p G 11 be a prime. Then there exist no p-groups of order
p pq2 and abundance zero.
2. PREREQUISITES
First of all, we must introduce some machinery from the theory of
p-groups of maximal class. If G is a p-group of maximal class of order pm,
 .we denote G s g G for all i G 2. Further, if m G 4 we can consider thei i
 .  4subgroup G s C G rG . By setting G s G we obtain a series G1 G 2 4 0 i iG 0
< <such that G : G s p for 0 F i F m y 1. The degree of commutati¨ ityi iq1
 .c s c G of G is then defined as
<c G s max k F m y 2 G , G F G for all i , j G 1 . .  4i j iqjqk
  ..If we take arbitrary elements s g G y G j C G and s g G y0 1 G my2 1 1
w xG , we can define recursively s s s , s for all i G 2. Then s g G y2 i iy1 0 i i
G for i F m y 1 and s s 1 for i G m.iq1 i
For p-groups of maximal class the standard Lie algebra obtained from
the lower central series preserves, in general, very little information about
 .the group structure. For example, if c G G 1 it has an abelian maximal
ideal. Instead we follow an alternative construction, first used by Shepherd
w x6 . Set L s G rG for all i and consider these quotient groups withi i iq1
additive notation. Then L s [ L is a vector space over F of dimen-i piG 0
w xsion m. We can consider the following product , in L: for x g G andi
y g G definej
w xx , y q G , if i s 0 or j s 0;iq jq2
x q G , y q G siq1 jq1  w xx , y q G , if i , j G 1;iq jqcq1
and extend to all of L by linearity. The proof that this product provides L
with a Lie algebra structure is routine. If we set e s s q G , it followsi i iq1
 : w x ithat L s e and e , e s e for all i G 1. In particular L s [ Li i i 0 iq1 jjG i
w xfor i G 2 and L is nilpotent of maximal class. Moreover, e , e g Li j iqjqc
w xfor i, j G 1 and, supposing i q j F m y c y 1, we can write e , e si j
 .  .  .a i, j e with a i, j g F uniquely determined. It is clear that a j, iiq jqc p
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 .s ya i, j and, by imposing the Jacobi identity to the vectors e , e , e0 i j
and e , e , e with i, j, k G 1, we respectively get thati j k
a i , j s a i q 1, j q a i , j q 1 .  .  .
for i q j F m y c y 2 and
a i , j a i q j q c, k q a j, k a j q k q c, i .  .  .  .
q a k , i a k q i q c, j s 0 .  .
for i q j q k F m y 2c y 1. These properties suggest the following defini-
tion.
 . 2 <DEFINITION. Suppose l G 2 is an integer and set S s i, j g Nl
4i q j F l . For p a prime, a function f : S ª F is said to be a p-Liel p
structural function if there exists s G 0 such that the following properties
hold whenever the values of f involved are defined.
 .  .  .P1 f j, i s yf i, j ;
 .  .  .  .P2 f i, j s f i q 1, j q f i, j q 1 ;
 .  .  .  .  .  . P3 f i, j f i q j q s, k q f j, k f j q k q s, i q f k, i f k q i q
.s, j s 0.
We call s the step of f and, when there is no possible confusion about f ,
 .  .we write P3 simply as J i, j, k s 0 and refer to it as a Jacobi condition.
 .  .When p is odd, note from P1 that f i, i s 0 holds for all possible i.
Thus from any p-group of maximal class we obtain the p-Lie structural
function a , defined over S and having step c.my cy1
 .If f is a p-Lie structural function, P2 can be used to express all the
 .  .  .f i, j 's in terms of the particular values x r s f r, r q 1 by means of the
w xformula 6, Lemma 2.3
w . xiqjy1 r2
j y r y 1ry if i , j s y1 x r , for i - j. 2 .  .  .  .  /r y irsi
In particular, two p-Lie structural functions f and g defined on the same
 .  .set coincide if and only if f r, r q 1 s g r, r q 1 for all r.
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
In order to prove the theorem we argue by way of contradiction:
suppose there exists a p-group G of abundance zero and order p pq2
for some p G 11. As shown by Poland, this group has maximal class and
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 .  . pq1c G F 1. Since the order of a group with c G s 0 cannot exceed p
w x  .1, Theorem 3.8 , we necessarily have c G s 1. Following the procedure
described in the previous section, we get a p-Lie structural function a of
step one over S . The aforementioned characterization of p-groups withp
 . w xl G s 0 says in this case that G , G s G for i / j. It follows thati j iqjq1
w x  .  .s , s f G for i, j g S and i / j, which in turn yields that a i, ji j iqjq2 p
/ 0 for i / j.
We will derive a contradiction by proving that there cannot be any p-Lie
 .structural function f : S ª F of step one such that x r / 0 for 1 F r Fp p
 .p y 1 r2. To do this, for any such f we will study the Jacobi conditions
 .  .J i, j, k s 0, which must hold for i q j q k F p y 1. By using 2 we can
 .interpret these relations as a system of equations of degree 2 in the x r 's,
p y 1 .considered as indeterminates. The total number of equations is and3
it seems difficult to handle all of them at the same time. Essentially, the
key to the proof of the theorem will be to select an appropriate reduced
 .set of equations having no solution for the x r 's. This will prove the
non-existence of the Lie algebra L and thus the p-group G will not exist
either.
We need a couple of lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let p G 11 be a prime and f a p-Lie structural function of step
 .one o¨er S . For 3 F r F p y 3 r2, define l as follows, according to thep
residue class of r modulo 3.
 .  .  . i If r ' 0 mod 3 and we write 2 r s 3i q 3 then l s 2 x i q x i q
.1 .
 .  .  . ii If r ' 1 mod 3 and we write 2 r s 3i q 5 then l s 2 r q 1 x i
.  .  .q 1 q r q 5 x i q 2 .
 .  .  . iii If r ' 2 mod 3 and we write 2 r s 3i q 7 then l s 2 r y 1 x i
.  .  .  .  .q 1 y r q 1 x i q 2 y r q 7 x i q 3 .
 .  .  .Then l x r is a polynomial in x 1 , . . . , x r y 1 with coefficients indepen-
dent of f.
Proof. We note that r G 3 assures that i G 1 in any of the three cases.
 .  .Suppose r ' 0 mod 3 . From J i, i q 1, i q 2 s 0 it follows that
x i f i q 2, 2 i q 2 y f i q 1, 2 i q 3 q x i q 1 f i , 2 i q 4 s 0, .  .  .  .  . .
3 .
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 .  .  .since f i, i q 2 s x i according to P2 . By using that 3i q 3 s 2 r, we
 .deduce from 2 that
ry iy2f i q 2, 2 i q 2 s S q y1 x r , .  .  .
ry iy1Xf i q 1, 2 i q 3 s S q y1 x r , .  .  .
and
ry iYf i , 2 i q 4 s S q y1 x r , .  .  .
X Y  .  .where S, S , and S are linear combinations of x 1 , . . . , x r y 1 with
coefficients independent of f. Now, by substituting these expressions into
 .  .3 we get the result desired. The proof for the cases r ' 1 and 2 mod 3 is
 .very similar, starting from the relations J i q 1, i q 2, i q 3 s 0 and
 .J i q 1, i q 3, i q 4 s 0, respectively.
 .Lemma 1 can be understood as a recursive relation giving l x r in
 .  . terms of the previous indeterminates x 1 , . . . , x r y 1 for 3 F r F p y
.3 r2. Hence, any f for which we can assure that all the l's are non-zero
 .will be completely determined over S from the initial values x 1 andpy1
 .x 2 . The purpose of our next lemma is to show that, under the condition
 .  .that the x r 's do not vanish, x 1 alone suffices to determine f over S .py1
 < 4Recall that, for a prime p, the set R s arb g Q p ¦ b is a subring ofp
Q and that the map
c : R ª Fp p
y1arb ¬ ab
is a ring homomorphism. This allows us to consider any element in R asp
an element of the field F .p
LEMMA 2. Let p G 11 be a prime and f : S ª F a p-Lie structuralp p
 .  .function of step one such that x r / 0 for 1 F r F p y 1 r2. Then
3 j y i .
f i , j s x 1 4 .  .  .
i q ji q 1 /  /2 i q 1
 .for all i, j g S .py1
i q 1 i q j . .  .Proof. First, we note that p ¦ for i, j g S . Hence thepy12 i q 1
 .  .coefficient of x 1 in the right hand of 4 lies in R and can be consideredp
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as an element in F . It is straightforward to check that the functionp
g : S ¬ F given bypy1 p
3 j y i .
g i , j s x 1 .  .
i q ji q 1 /  /2 i q 1
 .is a p-Lie structural function of step one and that g i, j / 0 for i / j. We
 .  .  .need to prove that f i, j s g i, j for i, j g S . As mentioned in thepy1
 .  .preceding section, it will suffice to show that x r s g r, r q 1 for 1 F r
 .F p y 3 r2.
We prove this result by induction on r. Firstly, consider the case r F 4.
 .  .   .By imposing the condition J 1, 2, 3 s 0 and using 2 we get that 2 x 1
 ..  .  .2  .  .  .q x 2 x 3 s 3 x 2 . Since x 2 / 0 it follows that 2 x 1 q x 2 / 0 and,
consequently,
23 x 2 .
x 3 s . 5 .  .
2 x 1 q x 2 .  .
 .Similarly, from J 2, 3, 4 s 0 we have
24 x 3 .
x 4 s 6 .  .
3 x 2 q x 3 .  . .
 .and, from J 1, 3, 4 s 0,
2 x 1 y x 2 y x 3 x 4 s 4 x 2 y 6 x 3 x 3 . .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .We can use 6 to eliminate x 4 from this last expression and obtain
2 24 x 1 x 3 y 6 x 2 q x 2 x 3 q 7x 3 s 0. .  .  .  .  .  .
 .2  .Taking into account the value of x 2 given by 5 , it follows that
 .  .  .  .x 2 s 7x 3 . By combining this relation with 5 we deduce that x 2 s
 .  .  .x 1 r10 and the result holds when r s 2. From 5 and 6 we see that it is
also true for r s 3 and 4.
 .Next, suppose that 5 F r F p y 3 r2. The induction hypothesis implies
that
i
x i q 1 s x i for 1 F i F r y 2. 7 .  .  .
4 i q 6
 .If r ' 0 mod 3 and we set 2 r s 3i q 3, we know from Lemma 1 that
  .  ..  .  .  .2 x i q x i q 1 x r is a polynomial in x 1 , . . . , x r y 1 whose coeffi-
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cients do not depend on f. From the induction hypothesis, its value is
 .  .uniquely determined by x 1 . By using 7 and bearing in mind that
 .  .  .  .x i / 0 we get that 9 i q 12 x r depends only on x 1 . Since 9 i q 12 s
 .  .3 2 r q 1 and 0 - 2 r q 1 F p y 2, the same is true for x r . The point of
our argument is that we can assure this not only about f , but also about
any p-Lie structural function of step one over S satisfying the samepy1
 .  .condition as f , in particular about g. Since x 1 s g 1, 2 , it follows that
 .  .x r s g r, r q 1 .
 .The cases in which r ' 1 or 2 mod 3 can be handled in an analogous
way from the corresponding results in Lemma 1.
 .Functions like the one defined in 4 are important in the study of
w xp-groups of maximal class: see 6 , where they were first considered.
Now we proceed to prove the theorem.
Proof of the Theorem. We continue supposing f is a p-Lie structural
 .  .function of step one over S such that x r / 0 for 1 F r F p y 1 r2.p
According to Lemma 2 we know f over S . We will derive a contradic-py1
 .  .tion by examining the cases p ' 1 mod 3 and p ' 2 mod 3 separately.
In both cases the underlying idea is the same: by imposing a new Jacobi
condition we will derive a relation among the already known values of f
which will turn out to be impossible.
 .  . i p ' 1 mod 3 . Let us write p y 1 s 3i q 3. From J i, i q 1, i q
.2 s 0 we have
x i f i q 2, 2 i q 2 y f i q 1, 2 i q 3 q x i q 1 f i , 2 i q 4 s 0. .  .  .  .  . .
Taking into account that
i 3i p y 4
x i q 1 s x i s x i s x i s y2 x i .  .  .  .  .
4 i q 6 12 i q 18 4 p q 2
 .and that x i / 0, we deduce the relation
f i q 2, 2 i q 2 y f i q 1, 2 i q 3 y 2 f i , 2 i q 4 s 0. 8 .  .  .  .
 .On the other hand, by using P2 we obtain
f i q 1, 2 i q 3 s f i , 2 i q 3 y f i , 2 i q 4 9 .  .  .  .
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and
f i q 2, 2 i q 2 s f i , 2 i q 2 y 2 f i , 2 i q 3 q f i , 2 i q 4 . 10 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .Substituting 9 and 10 into 8 then yields
f i , 2 i q 2 s 3 f i , 2 i q 3 . .  .
 .These last values of f are defined over S and we can use 4 to getpy1
p q 2 p q 5
s 3 ,
p y 2 . . . p y 2 y i p y 1 . . . p y 1 y i .  .  .  .
since 3i q 3 s p y 1. Bearing in mind we are working in F , we are finallyp
led to the equality 8 s 0, which is impossible for p G 11.
 .  .ii p ' 2 mod 3 . In this case we write p y 1 s 3i q 7 and use
 .J i, i q 3, i q 4 s 0 to get
x i y x i q 1 f i q 4, 2 i q 4 q x i q 3 f i , 2 i q 8 .  .  .  .  . .
y x i y 2 x i q 1 f i q 3, 2 i q 5 s 0. .  .  . .
 .  .  .  .Since x i q 1 s 4 x i r7 and x i q 3 s y2 x i r7, this reduces to the
relation
3 f i q 4, 2 i q 4 q f i q 3, 2 i q 5 y 2 f i , 2 i q 8 s 0. 11 .  .  .  .
 .By applying P2 repeatedly we observe that
f i q 3, 2 i q 5 s f i , 2 i q 5 y 3 f i , 2 i q 6 .  .  .
q 3 f i , 2 i q 7 y f i , 2 i q 8 12 .  .  .
and
f i q 4, 2 i q 4 s f i , 2 i q 4 y 4 f i , 2 i q 5 q 6 f i , 2 i q 6 .  .  .  .
y 4 f i , 2 i q 7 y f i , 2 i q 8 . 13 .  .  .
 .  .  .From 11 , 12 , and 13 it follows that
3 f i , 2 i q 4 y 11 f i , 2 i q 5 q 15 f i , 2 i q 6 y 9 f i , 2 i q 7 s 0. .  .  .  .
14 .
 .Now arguing as in the previous case, that is, substituting into 14 the
 .values given by 4 and reducing modulo p, we obtain that 864 s 0 in F , ap
contradiction.
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Remark. It can be proved that, for p G 11, any p-group of maximal
class with degree of commutativity 1 has order bounded above by p pq2.
There are groups achieving this bound, but they must satisfy the condition
 .  . wx r s 0 for 2 F r F p y 5 r2. These results can be found in 6, Theo-
xrem 3.3 and Example 3.26 . Their proof, however, requires a much more
thorough case analysis that we have been able to avoid in the particular
situation of p-groups of abundance zero, since we can work from the
 .  .beginning under the condition x r / 0 for 1 F r F p y 1 r2.
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